KEEPING EMPLOYEES AND MOTORISTS SAFE AND OUT OF HARM’S WAY.

SPECIFICATIONS

- Traffix Scorpion® TMA Model TL-3 attenuator
- Wanco® arrow board available with 15 or 25 LED lights
- Meets all federal and state regulations for impact
- Control panel inside cab to conveniently operate and deploy attenuator and arrow board
- Crash rated up to 65 mph
- Shatterproof work lights
- Solar powered arrow board
- Crash attenuator and arrow board can be installed on all 26,000 GVWR or greater chassis makes and models, new or used
- Heavy-duty flatbed, powder coated, LINE-X lined and high visibility yellow accents in critical areas
- Integrated man baskets both curb and street sides to keep your workers safe and out of traffic when deploying cones
- Man baskets are lighted and use high-visibility non-slip coatings for superior safety regardless of the time of day you are operating
- Meets all work zone safety requirements
- LINE-X lined deck
- Powder coated body and stake sides
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